Relationships of the diaspora with the historic homeland can dynamically change over time and
The most important function of a diaspora is relationship with its historic homeland. As a matter of fact, it is an indispensable condition for its existence as a special type of social relations and connections, self-identification of its members, their life strategies and everyday practices. Historical homeland may relate to this differently -starting from the complete disregard of the existence of the diaspora and ending with keen interest in it and, especially, a pragmatic desire to use its resources for economic, political and geopolitical purposes (Sootechestvenniki, 2004; Shain, Barth, 2015) . This relationship may change dynamically over time. Taking into account the uncertainty of the very concept of "historical homeland", which is subjective, often mythological, including the territory, the state, and the people (again, in the meanings of the word that are very diverse and sometimes difficult to define), the attitude to the diaspora can be built on different grounds and take different forms.
In any case, the fact of the existence of a diaspora and the intensity of relations with it are hardly as important for their historical homeland as for the second subject of this inseparable bond. However, there are situations when the diaspora plot comes to the center of the social or political life of the country of origin and becomes an important factor in its development. In this case, most often the diaspora is the occasion, the starting point, the symbol for understanding and discussing its own problems.
Metaphorically speaking, the diaspora can become the mirror that the society of the historical homeland looks into in the next attempt to learn something new about itself, something to understand, and perhaps even change. And then the study of disputes and discussions of diaspora problems can become a tool for understanding important processes in this society.
That is why the authors, not being theater experts or literary critics, ventured to select the scandal that has developed into a sharp social and political debate around the performance The Wind of Past Times of the Buryat drama theater (directed by Sayan Zhambalov) as an object for their research. The basis for such a choice is given by the nature of the discussion, which focuses not on the actual theatrical event -the performance, but on the plot that gave rise to it. It was not the merits or demerits of the play and its literary basis that were discussed, but the fate of the Shenekhen Buryats, the significance of their choice, and most importantly, the evaluation of this choice by our contemporaries. Here several motives came together. This is the "continuation of the civil war", the desire to gain independence, to build a historical tradition through another attempt to take the side of "the red" or "the white", including through an attitude towards anti-Soviet emigration. This is the nature of the relationship between creative people and cultural institutions with the state, the state monopoly of historical knowledge, which is being vigorously discussed now, and reactions of professional communities to it.
It is an instant and very nervous transfer of the event from the cultural field into the political field that allows identifying very important processes of the social and political life of modern Buryatia in the case-study format, including those processes that are often labeled as "the Buryat national-cultural revival". Thus, we will be interested here not in the Shenekhen Buryats themselves, but in the complex, contradictory, often underlying processes of nation-building, the problem of the correlation of cultural, ideological and political components in them revealed by the attitude to them, to the fate of their iconic figures, as well as the reaction to this process of the multi-ethnic society of Buryatia.
The Odyssey of the Shenekhen Buryat General Urzhin Garmaev
The acuteness of the discussion is directly related to the assessment of the personality of the Manchukuo Army General Urzhin Garmaev. His difficult fate cannot be understood outside the context of the tragic and incredibly interesting history of the human community, known as "Shenekhen Buryats" (Baldano, Dyatlov, 2008; Boronoeva, 1999) . This is a local ethnocultural group formed by Buryats, who came from Russia in the area of the Shenekhen River, in the Barga region of Inner Mongolia of China, where they fled from the upheavals of the civil war and the cataclysms of socialist transformations in Russia. Participants and supporters of defeated factions, people striving for a peaceful life and security, those who could not get along with the Soviet authorities, whom it considered to be their enemies or made an object of revolutionary experiments, left Siberia and Transbaikalia across the Chinese border. Collectivization was a particularly powerful push factor. The influx of migrants went on up to 1933. (Nagasa, 2014) .
The group began with refugees. The refugees, however, took the traditional form of displacement. Such a departure to a new territory -by clan groups, with livestockautomatically led to the reproduction of the traditional social structure, habitual power and other relations, lifestyle and economic structure there. Marginalization and social atomization did not happen; on the contrary, separation from the main ethnic array became an incentive to create a new ethnological group on the basis of the tribal relations and structures brought with them.
The number of Shenekhen Buryats is estimated at between 6 and 9 thousand people. The Chinese authorities created a special administrative unit for them called the Buryat khoshun (county), which included four somons (provinces). Administrators were appointed from among the immigrants.
Migrants did not encounter hostility or ill will from the old-time population. This can be explained by a close relationship and close historical ties between Buryats and Barguts, as well as the absence of a conflict of interests. Lands allocated to immigrants were "escheated", empty for more than a hundred years after the epidemic. In addition, subsistence farming and traditional cattle breeding did not require advanced integration, there was neither developed economic cooperation and exchange, nor competition with the neighbors; respectively, there was no need for daily communication with them.
Without receiving impulses for integration from the host society, the community withdrew into itself, having conserved the system of traditions that was vital in this situation. The rallying factor was the Lamaist religion. Traditional holidays and ceremonies were celebrated, national clothes were preserved. Despite the ethnocultural, religious, linguistic kinship with the neighbors, there were almost no intermarriages with them; the tendency to dissolve in the culturally close Mongolian-speaking environment was not manifested. The group's fate was determined by the unique combination of its complete lack of interest in acculturation (especially assimilation) in the host society with the absence of external pressure from the latter (before the "cultural revolution").
As a result, a conglomerate of tribal groups and individual refugees formed a single group, which was self-sufficient in terms of economic specialization, culturally disconnected from the host society by the Buryat language, a system of tribal ties, customs, holidays and traditions and large enough to maintain the structure of sociality -from internal marriages to education, language and authority.
One of the pillars of isolation was the memory of the "historical homeland" and the awareness of the group as its "fragment", as evidenced by carefully preserved myths and folklore works. But what was meant by "historical homeland" -a state, a locality, people or relations? It is unlikely that they were divided in the mind, although the respondents' answers have "toonto nyutag" (small homeland) in the first place, then relatives and, finally, the state of Russia (Boronoeva, 2011) . As we see, not the last place in this hierarchy of representations was occupied by the main generic array remaining there, while the dream of return was based on the desire to reunite with relatives.
Being closed allowed solving such a difficult adaptation problem as mastering the language of the host society relatively painlessly: until recently, the Buryat language could serve almost the entire range of language needs of the group. However, the leaders of the community faced with the problem of the language of management and relations with regional authorities. At the time of the Chinese Republic, Manchu was the official language in the province, but Buryat immigrants were allowed to conduct records management using Mongolian writing. Under Manchukuo, Japanese was compulsory at school, if you could speak it, you could make a career in the army and even get a higher education. The authorities of the People's Republic of China officially refer the Shenekhen Buryats to the Mongols. The Mongolian language with old Mongolian graphics, which is the official language of Inner Mongolia, is taught in schools, used on radio, in print, in paperwork, it is the language of fiction. But this does not pose the problem of choosing between the Buryat and Mongolian languages. All observers unanimously note the popularity of the Chinese language now, the orientation of the majority of schoolchildren in its deep study.
Up until the "cultural revolution", the authorities of republican China, Manchukuo and the PRC treated the Shenekhen Buryats precisely as a group. In one form or another, to a greater or lesser extent, they were given the right to internal self-government, independent regulation of their life and internal conflicts. Their tribal elite received authorization for power and integrated into the state structure of the host society. The authorities required only the execution of external duties, namely the payment of taxes, military service, loyalty.
The first two duties did not create insurmountable problems, but it was very difficult to demonstrate political loyalty in the conditions of frequent change and hostility of the dominant political forces. Wrong choice could be fatal. During the events on the Chinese Eastern Railway in 1929, the Shenekhen Buryats were "between the hammer and the anvil". They were "Soviet spies" for the Chinese authorities and "Chinese spies" for the USSR.
With the formation of Manchukuo, migration almost completely ceased, ties with the historical homeland were cut off for a long time. As subjects of the "empire", the Shenekhen Buryats were supposed to bear duties common to all, the Japanese language was introduced as a compulsory subject at school, while the khoshun was eliminated.
The Japanese authorities imposed exorbitant taxes and constantly carried out cattle requisition.
The arrival of Soviet troops in 1945 was accompanied by repression against those who were accused of collaborating with the Japanese. About 400 people (up to half of the adult male population) were forcibly deported to the USSR and partly repressed.
The civil war between the Kuomintang and the Communists (1946 Communists ( -1949 brought great human casualties and enormous material losses.
Serious changes were brought by the proclamation of the People's Republic of China. Now the Shenekhen Buryats live in the three somons of the Evenk khoshun of the Hulunbuir aimak. Their current number is estimated at 6-7 thousand people. During the "cultural revolution" they were subjected to collectivization and mass repression. The resilience of the community was severely shocked. The closure of schools, the repression against the educated elite who knew Chinese, the arrests of "Soviet spies", the front-line status of the border with the USSR, collectivization -all this shook the usual way of life.
In the same direction, albeit for other reasons, the vigorous modernization transformations that began with the era of Deng Xiaoping had an impact on the community. There was a chance to return to the usual foundations of life. There are three Buryat schools. Datsans destroyed during the "cultural revolution" were restored.
However, economic freedoms and private property, the ability to run their own economy in a market economy, destroy self-isolation, give rise to new opportunities and temptations. Large plots of land have been received for 30-year lease to keep house. You can use hired labor. Now this is a fairly prosperous group, in which commercial cattle breeding remains the basis of the economy. Nowadays motorcycles, cars, computers, television "dish" are the usual details of life.
Keeping house dictates the need for business operations, well-established business ties. The Chinese language and Chinese culture are becoming "necessities". No wonder all observers record the rapid process of the formation of Buryat-Chinese bilingualism. Now it is the path to economic prosperity, modern education, urban professions, career.
The Shenekhen Buryats have entered a period of fierce competition for resources, education, jobs. They are engaged not only in cattle breeding, but also in medicine, health care, education, and the service sector. Their territorial and social mobility inevitably grows. All this erodes communion and in the future forms a qualitatively different level of integration into Chinese society than before.
The border with Russia opened, the relations with the "historical homeland" were renewed. In the 1990s, about 300 Shenekhen Buryats arrived in Russia. Now there are about 400 of them. The motives for returning were different: nostalgic ("the homeland of ancestors"), economic (search for new opportunities), educational (within the framework of existing preferential programs). In any case, they returned to Buryatia, the homeland of their ancestors, to their Buryat compatriots. But they also faced adaptation problems typical for migrants. There was no rapid merger with the "mother ethnos", which radically changed in the Soviet era. Migrants found specific niches in the economy for themselves, and in social terms, they mainly use internal networks, connections and relationships. They rely on the mainstream group remaining in China, which has in fact become a "national center", a new "historical homeland" in some ways.
The personality and the fate of the prominent Buryat political and military leader during the Civil War in Russia, Urzhin Garmaev, became the symbol of this entire diaspora "odyssey". This figure is not forgotten today; quite a lot is written and known about him in Buryatia. There is a small biographical book by B.V. Bazarov, based on the archives of the Federal Security Service of Russia and the court proceedings in Moscow (Bazarov, 2001) . Almost all later publications retell or rely on its content. A small essay by A. Solov'ev and A. Tarasov in the "Small Encyclopedia of Transbaikalia" is based on the same source base and introduces additional details into this version of the biography (Solov'ev, Tarasov, 2012 The traditional task, a strong literary basis, a popular plot in the society, the high professionalism of the creators of the play, interesting directorial decisions -all this contributed to attracting spectator attention, recognition from the professional community. The performance was included in the long list (the most prominent performances of Russia) of the National Theater Prize "Golden Mask" of 2014/2015 season. At the international festival "Gegeen Muse" in Mongolia, Sayan Zhambalov was recognized as the best director, Bayarto Endonov was recognized as the best actor.
The method of artistic provocation, which was completely legal and widespread in art, was not used. In other words, the scandal was not envisaged and was not planned at all. It was all the more unexpected.
It began in the genre of classical theater-like squabbles with a statement by Tatyana Nikitina, a journalist from the newspaper "MK in Buryatia", and with a corresponding article in the newspaper (Nikitina, Bru-ga-ga) about the nepotism flourishing in the theater. The official reply of Timur Tsibikov, the Minister of Culture of Buryatia, followed: a similar situation does not contradict the law; moreover, the presence of creative dynasties is part of the country's great theatrical tradition (Scientists, 2015) . Then quite an ordinary household squabble was transferred into the format of ideological conflict. Then some articles by Nikitina with headlines in the style of the 1930s followed, "Down with the Urzhingarmaevshchina from the stage", "In the Khural -patriotism, in the theater -neo-fascism?" (Nikitina, Down with; In the Khural).
The task of identifying the logic and argumentation of the charges seems almost insoluble due to their inaudibility. At least, The Echo of Moscow columnist I. Ozerov, who devoted a lot of time to this and outstanding professional abilities and efforts in the interview with T. Nikitina, was forced to retreat.
Here is the most intelligible example of the logic of accusations against the theater, Such a large quotation here is necessary for understanding the level and style of the texts of the initiator of the discussion that ensued. A detailed and in-depth analysis of the performance and criticism of the texts by T. Nikitina is contained in the article by Sergey Basaev [Basaev, 2015] , which frees us from the need to carry out this rather ungrateful work again. Let us quote only the set of accusations against Urzhin Garmaev (Basaev, 2015) .
"The essence of the question is in the following: the state should not fund and pay for performances that similarly bring such historical figures to the national heroes on the stage of the state theater, this is nonsense. Urzhin Garmaev is the enemy of the
The articles of T. Nikitina were followed by the statements of veterans-public activists in the same stylistics addressed to the public authorities demanding to ban the performance and official restrained and disapproving answers. This whole story was vigorously debated on the Internet. For the majority of participants in these discussions, the play about the Shenekhen Buryats and the Shenekhen Buryats themselves, with their dramatic migration destiny, turned out to be a reason to discuss topical issues. Again, in a situation of social and political uncertainty, people test, try on the situation of a social split, irreconcilable hostility of the next "red" and "white", the existential choice, the drama of a person who is forced to choose the non-elected.
Ethnic dimension: "Our dead will not leave us in trouble ..."
The discussion immediately went to another plane, the direction of which was set by T. It is proposed to consider the fate of Urzhin Garmaev not as a tragedy of a man torn by the choice between equally important loyalties given by the Civil War, not as the fate of a participant in the "white movement" and "white emigration", an exile from his native land, not even as a general of the Manchukuo army but as part of "little Buryatia" with its "little history". It is fundamentally important for the journalist that he is Buryat. She resolutely refuses to put him on a par with Kolchak and even Semenov precisely on this basis. And she makes separate claims to him regarding loyalty to the state, which she, in a conversation with The Echo of Moscow columnist, regards as the highest and absolute priority.
Speaking the usual domestic language, there was a transfer of the problem in the ethnic, national plane. It is not by chance that the argument that "they mold an icon from an aspiring white emigrant. Garmaev himself is certainly an ambiguous personality. Online discussions are a very specific source requiring special approaches. Their members are anonymous, and their statements are posted on individual blogs and pages, which are also basically anonymous. The forums, ownership and concept of which is stated, are rarely found. Therefore, it is possible to analyze only the texts themselves as such. Therefore, links to specific addresses, as a rule, are not informative. Based on this, in this case, a controversial and critically sensitive decision was made that is to analyze the replicas as such, without references to blogs and pages. That is, it will not be a full-fledged citation with the author's attribution. Conventionally, this can be defined as one general discussion, where the content and style of anonymous statements are important (Discussion of this problem: [Forum, 2011] 
But he is lifted up on the pedestal by the same figures who want to separate Buryatia

Conclusion
The history of the performance, which is a local, seemingly purely theatrical, cultural event, revealed an interesting and important pattern. Without detracting from the artistic merit of the performance, it is worth noting that it was not because of them that it has not become an important social event. The story of a small and quite self-sufficient diaspora group of the Shenekhen Buryats was the reason for a serious sociopolitical debate. The fact that this is not a random choice, says that in the 1990s, it served as a material for building the fabric of the project of "nationalcultural revival".
The need to comprehend the results of ethno-national development in the Soviet era and formulate guidelines and goals for the future is the task that was an undoubted priority for the national elite. A series of meetings, congresses, research and journalistic texts were created, resolutions and official documents were adopted, parties and movements were formed. The problems of the native language and culture were discussed; new versions of national history were constructed. Discussions about the preservation, revival, development of national culture organically turned into a discussion of issues of statehood, the nature of power. In the modern language, a project of nation-building was formed. (Khamutaev, 2000) .
All this does not mean at all that the theme of the Shenekhen Buryats was monopolized by the discourse of nation-building. Perhaps, this story began to play such a role in political and ideological practice, because it relied on a rather sincere and unselfish public interest. A lot of people were just wondering how "ours" lived and live in a foreign country. A quotation from a newspaper article about the Shenekhen Perhaps, this is somewhat reminiscent of the huge, one might even say exalted, interest in Russian post-revolutionary emigration in general. They peered at it as at "different own", they peered in order to understand themselves, to see "materialized unfulfilled". Another life, "another Russia", which they had passed, which they had lost because of the choice made once. Perhaps, this feeling was most acutely conveyed by Vasily Aksenov in his "Island of Crimea". With the end of the "era of national cultural revival" of the 1990s politicians and officials got many new problems and concerns, the life of the Shenekhen Buryats and the possibility of their return ceased to be a politically relevant topic. However, the interest in the diaspora as an exotic, alternative beginning, that mirror, which the society of the "national center" peers into trying to understand itself, has not disappeared anywhere. 
